ABORTIONS UNLIMITED - !!!

WE HAVE THE PREDICTION THAT A "CRISIS!" OF MAJOR PROPORTIONS WILL ENGULF THE ADVENTIST CHURCH. It will, of course - be the "OMEGA!" (AS FAR AS THEY CAN GO!) APOTHEOSIS. It will bring us "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" IT IS PART OF THE "TO VIRGIN PARABLE." It is a FINAL SPLIT between the "WISE!" and the "FOOLISH!" COL 421 (421).

THE FOOLISH -
IT IS A FOREGONE CONCLUSION -

WILL GO WITH THE STATUS QUO. They have EXCUSED EVERYTHING - they will EXCUSE THIS ALSO. They will be expected to say: "I DON'T BELIEVE IT!" BUT SECRETLY THEY WILL BELIEVE EVERY BIT OF IT! But INWARDLY - in a FLASH!! they will see that they must take a "STAND!"

"STAND WHERE THEY CAN DEFINE (MAKE KNOWN) -

"THEIR POSITION!" EW 69. "THERE WILL COME A "CRISIS!" IN-EVERY-ONE-OF-OUR-INSTITUTIONS!" T5:479. (HOW LONG DO YOU THINK IT TOOK ME TO FIND THIS REFERENCE-?) THOSE ONLY WHO KEPT TRACK OF THESE REFERENCES THROUGH THE YEARS - will be the ONLY ONES to act as COUNCILORS IN THIS "CRISIS!" (1) BE BRAVE! COWARDS will FAIL! (2) WHEN does this "CRISIS!" COME? We said right along - it is NOT the "SUNDAY LAW!" because it is "SUDDEN!" and "UNEXPECTED!" The "SUNDAY LAW!" has been EXPECTED for 100 YEARS! Some seem to know NOTHING ELSE! (3) This "CRISIS!" is "BEFORE-THE-SUNDAY-LAW!" "4) It will PARTICULARLY HIT "ADVENTISTS!" THIS IS IT -!!! THE MOST MASSIVE "COVER-UP!" there could be! (5) The FEW who EXPOSE IT NOW - are laying their LIVES-RIGHT-ON-THE-LINE! I DOUBT IF THEY REALIZE IT! But it was their BRAVERY in the PAST that gives them the COURAGE to act now.

I WOULD NEVER HAVE DONE IT THE WAY THEY DID IT!

I WOULD HAVE SENT IT OUT ANONYMOUSLY! But now that it is OUT - we must ACT ALSO! THE MORE THAT ACT - THE SAFER WE WILL BE! THE WORLD WILL CARE LITTLE WHAT HAPPENS TO "ADVENTISTS!" THE WORLD WILL SYMPATHIZE WITH THEM - NOT WITH US!

WE MUST BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL TO USE

THE ORIGINAL BOOKS - OR MAKE SURE THERE IS ESSENTIALLY LITTLE OR NO DIFFERENCE! WE MUST MAKE NO MISTAKE HERE! THIS IS THE FINAL DIVISION BETWEEN "WISE!" AND "FOOLISH!"

"AS THE STORM APPROACHES...

A LARGE CLASS...TAKE REFUGE UNDER THE BANNER OF THE POWERS OF DARKNESS. BY "UNITING!" WITH THE WORLD...they come to view matters in NARROW THE SAME LIGHT, and when the "TEST!" IS BROUGHT, they are prepared to choose the EASY POPULAR SIDE...They become the MOST BETTER ENEMIES of their FORMER "BRETHREN!" (SOME "BRETHREN!"") WHEN SABBATH-KEEPERS ARE BROUGHT BEFORE THE COURTS...these APSTATES (THOSE ARE NOT "SABBATH-KEEPERS!" ANY MORE AT THIS TIME!)

"THE LORD'S SERVANTS HAVE FAITHFULLY

GIVEN THE WARNING, looking to God and His Word alone. They have not COOLLY CALCULATED the CONSEQUENCES to THEMSELVES. They have not consulted their temporal INTERESTS, or sought to PRESERVE THEIR REPUTATION OR THEIR LIVES. Yet when the "STORM!" of OPPOSITION and REPROACH "BURSTS!" UPON THEM (AS IT WILL DO - STARTING NOW! THEY TRIED TO KILL THE NURSE ALREADY!)

"THEY ARE OVERwhelMED WITH CONSTERNATION!

and some are ready to exclaim: "HAD WE FORSEEN THE CONSEQUENCES OF OUR WORDS, WE WOULD HAVE HELD OUR PEACE!"

"THEY ARE THREATENED WITH DESTRUCTION!

The ENTHUSIASM which animated them is gone, yet they cannot TURN BACK. Then, feeling their utter HELPLESSNESS, they FLEE to the MIGHTY ONE for STRENGTH. They remember that the WORDS WHICH THEY HAVE SPOKEN were not theirs, but HIS who bade them give the WARNING!
"GOD PUT THE TRUTH INTO THEIR HEARTS,
and they could not forbear to PROCLAIM IT...
EVERY NEW TRUTH has made its way
against HATRED and OPPOSITION...The Lord
gives a "SPECIAL TRUTH!" for the people in
"EMERGENCY!" WHO DARE REFUSE TO PUB-
LISH IT - ???" 1884 GC 426-8. GC 608-10.

WE NEED TO GATHER ALL THE "CRISIS!"

REFERENCES TOGETHER. If we do that - what
will we find? (We will find PART of it
RIGHT WHERE WE LEFT OFF!) "...the LAST IN-
VITATION of MERCY to the World! THEY CAN-
NOT REMAIN SILENT, except at the PERIL of
their own SOULS. CHRIST'S AMBASSADORS
have nothing to do with CONSEQUENCES.
They must perform their DUTY and leave
RESULTS with God. As the OPPOSITION RISES
to FIERCIER HEIGHT, the SERVANTS of God are a-
gain PERPLEXED; for it seems to them that
"THEY!" have brought the "CRISIS!"...The
CONTEST grows CLOSER and SHARPER, but
their "FAITH!" and "COURAGE!" rise with
the "EMERGENCY!" 1884 GC 428. GC 610.

TRACK EVERY "CRISIS!" REFERENCE DOWN -
and you will find this is a FINAL "SEPARA-
TION!" between "WISE!" and "FOOLISH!" That
a "MARK!" of God's "SEALING!" approval
will be placed on those who: "SIGH and
that CRY for "ALL!" the "ABOMINATIONS!"
that be done..."IN THE CHURCH!"...READ THE
9th CHAPTER of EZEKIEL!"...BUT the GENERAL
"SLAUGHTER!" of "ALL!" those who do not
thus SEE...and BEGIN at MY SANCTUARY!" T3:266-7.
(UNDER THE HEADING OF THE
LAODICEAN CHURCH!)

"GENERAL SLAUGHTER!" -
"SEALING TIME!" -
"THE OMEGA!" -

BEFORE THE "SUNDAY LAW!" - "LOUD CRY!" HE
WILL NOT HAVE A "MIXED-UP MULTITUDE" GIV-
ING THE "LOUD CRY!" "THE SHAKING!" "THE
PEOPLE OF GOD!" GIVE "THE STRAIGHT TESTI-
MONY!" ("TO!" NOT "FROM!" THE "LAODICEANS!"") The BEST they can do is: "RISE
UP AGAINST IT!" 11:179-181. "THE PEOPLE
OF GOD!" are "SEALED!" Their ANGEL GUARD
"DOUBLED!" (THEY CANNOT DIE WHEN THEIR
ANGEL GUARD "DOUBLED!" EW 271. (TOP OF
PAGE!) "LOUD CRY!" FOLLOWS. EW 271.
(BOTTOM OF PAGE!)

"HERE WE SEE THAT 'THE CHURCH!'

WAS THE "FIRST!" TO FEEL THE STROKE OF THE
"WRATH!" OF GOD! THE ANCIENT MEN..."PEACE
AND SAFETY!" IS THE CRY FROM...THOSE DUMB
DOGS THAT WOULD NOT DARK..."ALL!" PERISH
TOGETHER!" T5:211. ("THE SEAL OF GOD"
CHAPTER!)

"THERE IS NO APPARENT DIFFERENCE -

between the "WISE!" and the "FOOLISH!" un-
til the "CRY!" was made, "BEHOLD THE BRIDE-
GROOM COMETH; GO YE "OUT!" TO MEET HIM!"
but the TRUE STATE of things was "THEN!
DEVELOPED...THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM!"
RH Sept. 17, 1895. "Those who HIDE-THEIR-
LIGHT will soon lose ALL POWER to let it
"SHINE!" "THEY!" are represented by the
"FOOLISH VIRGINS!" and when the "CRISIS!"
comes, and the "LAST CALL!" is made, "BE-
HOLD THE BRIDEGROOM COMETH!" "GO YE
"OUT!" TO MEET HIM!" They will find that
while they have been MINCING with "THE
WORLD!" their "LIGHT!" has gone "OUT!"...
"THE PEACE-AND-SAFETY CRY HUSHED them to
SLUMBER, and made them "CARELESS!"...The
EASE-LOVING, WORLD-LOVING PROFESSIONED (AD-
VENTIST) CHRISTIANS CAN-NOT-GO-IN WITH THE
"WISE VIRGINS!" to the MARRIAGE FEAST.
(DESCENDING!)...THE VOICE OF GOD speaks
to "HIS PEOPLE!" saying: "COME OUT FROM
AMONG THEM, and be ye "SEPARATE!" saith
the LORD and touch not the UNCLEAN THING
(YOUR HANDS FULL OF THE BLOOD OF THE INNO-
CENT BABIES!)...

"THE TIME IS COMING -

WHEN IT WILL BE "TOO LATE!" TO USE THE
"LIGHT!" we now have. "THEN" the DECREE
will go forth: "He that is UNJUST, let him
be UNJUST STILL, and he that is FILTHY,
let him be FILTHY STILL; and he that is
RIGHTEOUS, let him be RIGHTEOUS STILL;
and he that is HOLY, let him be HOLY STILL!
And behold, I come QUICKLY; and My "RE-
WARD!" is WITH ME, to give EVERY MAN as
his WORK shall be. I am ALPHA and OMEGA,
the BEGINNING and the END, the FIRST and
the LAST. BLESSED are THEY that DO HIS
COMMANDMENTS, that "THEY!" may have RIGHT
to the TREE of LIFE, and may enter in
through the GATES into the CITY!" RH
August 23, 1898.

"THE CRISIS IS JUST BEFORE US...
...when "each!" will need much strength from God in order to stand against the wiles of Satan, for his deceptions will come in every conceivable form. Those who have allowed themselves to be the sport of Satan's temptations will be "unprepared!" then to take the right side. Their ideas will be confused so that they cannot discern between the Divine and the Satanic. There will come a "crisis!" in every one of our institutions...remember that God's people are not a "little flock!"...there are few who have not defiled their garments...and these few will be a "power!" T3:479, 482. "All fornicators!" (TM 447) will be outside the City of God!" TM 431.

**What Did You Expect -**

If they built "white elephant" after "white elephant" and did not have the staff to run them so that by their own figures - 75% of Adventist hospitals are run and staffed by "Greeks, Turks, infidels, atheists, outsiders, Jews, Catholics who have no use for "Adventists!" or "Spirit of Prophecy" who are out to serve their own interests - get the church to feed them the money - build and maintain the facilities to ply their own trade and interests - know when they have a "good thing" going! And will not give up their positions - not over their dead body! Who see to it who are put in church office - and let the whole thing "go to hell!" as Ellen White said (RAH August 1, 1893) and men like Wilson and Folkenberg - "couldn't care-less!" Everything they touch turns to ashes! There is only one remedy: "go ye out to meet him!"

**If "Abortions Unlimited" is True -**

(We believe it is - every word of it!) Don't try to give us the "sick!" psychology that maybe administration does not know what is going on - such a massive operation could in no way be kept secret - the "insiders" know every last bit of it - they planned it - !!! They get their rake-off - back-sheesh - percentage. "Woe to the bloody city! to the pot whose scum! is therein, and whose scum! is not gone out of it!...she hath wearied herself with lies, and her great scum! went not forth "out!" of her; her scum! shall be in the fire!" Ezekiel 24:6, 12. "I sought for a "man!" among them, that should make up the hedge, and stand in the gap before me for the land, that I should not-destroy-it; but I found "none!" Ezekiel 22:30. "...wilt thou judge the "bloody city!" yea, thou shalt show her all-her-abominations!" 22:2. "Behold the princes of Israel, every one! were in thee to their power to shed "blood!" 22:6. "...the daughters of the Philistines, which are "ashamed!" of thy lewd way!" 16:27, 33.

**What a Switch - !!!**

Men in their arrogance - think they have "the law!" in their back pocket! Think they can do anything they want! This next reference gives us "the time!" of the
"CRISIS!" when "CALAMITY" shall "COME!"
At the very "TIME!" they say: "PEACE AND
SALFETY!" "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION!" comes upon
"THEM!" and "THEY!" shall not ESCAPE!
WHat IF their "CATHOLIC LAWYERS!" DO NOT
PERFORM AS THEY WANT THEM TO! BUT DO NOT
GO ALONG WITH "ABORTIONS UNLIMITED!"

"THERE ARE MANY SOULS TO COME OUT
OF THE RANKS OF THE WORLD, OUT OF THE
CHURCHES—EVEN THE "CATHOLIC CHURCH!"—
WHOSE ZEAL WILL FAR EXCEED THAT OF THOSE
WHO HAVE STOOD RANK AND FILE TO PROCLAIM
THE "TRUTH!" HERETOFORE. FOR THIS REASON
THE "ELEVENTH HOUR!" LABORERS WILL RECEIVE
THEIR PENNY! THESE WILL SEE THE "BATTLE!
COMING AND WILL GIVE THE "TRUMPET!" A CER-
TAIN SOUND. WHEN THE "CRISIS!" IS UPON
US, WHEN THE SEASON OF "CALAMITY!" SHALL
COME, "THEY!" WILL COME TO THE "FRONT!"
GIRD THEMSELVES WITH THE "WHOLE ARMOR OF
GOD!" AND EXALT HIS "LAW!, ADHERE TO THE
"FAITH OF JESUS!" (WHO HAS A MONOPOLY ON
THAT? "BLOODY MEN?") AND MAINTAIN THE CAUSE
OF "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" WHICH "RE-
FORMERS!" DEFENDED WITH TOIL AND FOR WHICH
THEY SACRIFICED THEIR LIVES! 1888 MATE-
RIALS BOOK 1:370. (1889.)

"IN THE FINAL VICTORY GOD WILL HAVE
"NO USE!" for those persons who are "NO-
WHERE-TO-BE-FOUND!" in time of peril and
danger, when the STRENGTH, COURAGE and IN-
FLUENCE of "ALL!" are required to make a CHARGE
upon the ENEMY. Those who "STAND!"
(EW 69) like FAITHFUL SOLDIERS to BATTLE
AGAINST WRONG, and to VINDICATE THE RIGHT...
WILL EACH RECEIVE THE COMMISSION FROM
THE MASTER: "WELL DONE, GOOD AND FAITHFUL
SERVANTS, ENTER thou into the JOY of the
LORD!" NEVER-WAS-THERE-GREATER-NEED OF
FAITHFUL WARNINGS and REPROOFS...than at
THIS very time. Satan has come down with
GREAT POWER, knowing that his time is
SHORT. He is FLOODING THE WORLD WITH
PLEASING FABLES, and the "PEOPLE OF GOD"
LOVE to have "SMOOTH THINGS!" spoken to
THEM... THERE IS NO-SUCH-THING-NOW-AS-A-
"NEUTRAL!" POSITION. We are all decided for
THE RIGHT or decidedly with the WRONG!
SAID CHRIST: "He that is not with Me is
AGAINST Me!" (READ ON!) T3:327-8, 313,

"BUT EVIL MEN AND SEDUCERS...

...SHALL WAX WORSE AND WORSE, DECEIVING,
AND BEING DECEIVED!" 2 Tim. 3:13. (IN
"ABORTION UNLIMITED!" it is not only the
ABORTIONISTS but "SEDUCERS!" (EVIL WOMEN!)
WHO HATE their own so much they want to
KILL THEM! and they GO-TO-THOSE-EVIL-MEN-
if they did not go - these EVIL MEN would
HAVE NOTHING-TO-DO!!! It is the EVIL
WOMEN ("SEDUCERS!") who keep the TRAFFIC
GOING and YOU-PAY-THE-WAGES-FOR-THIS-TRA-
FiC - ??? "WOE TO THE BLOODY CITY!"
"...FROM SUCH TURN AWAY!" 2 Tim. 3:5.
"...will have an ACCOUNT to settle with the
MASTER by-and-by for their WORK-OF-
DEATH!" T3:325-9. "...and shed BLOOD and shall ye possess the Land!" Ezekiel
33:25.

"MEN OF POSITION AND REPUTATION WILL
"JOIN!" WITH THE LAWLESS AND THE VILE TO
TAKE COUNSEL AGAINST "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!"
WEALTH, GENIUS, EDUCATION, will "COMBINE!
" to cover them with "CONTEMPT!" PERSECUTING
RULERS, MINISTERS, AND CHURCH MEMBERS WILL
CONSPIRE AGAINST THEM! WITH VOICE AND PEN,
bY BOASTS, THREATS, AND RIDICULE they will
SEEK TO OVERTHROW-THEIR-FAITH. BY FALSE
REPRESENTATIONS and ANGRY APPEALS, MEN
WILL STIR UP THE PASSIONS OF the people.
Not having a "THUS SAITH THE SCRIPTURES!"
...On this BATTLEFIELD will be Fought-THE-
LAST-GREAT-CONFLICT!...the LORD will VIN-
DICATE HIS "TRUTH!" AND HIS PEOPLe!" PK
605-6. (TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT - ???!) IT
IS RIGHT IN CONTEXT! THESE MASS MURDERERS
ARE NOT by any stretch of the IMAGINATION
-SABBATH-KEEPERS! DON'T INSULT US BY
CALLING THEM "THAT!" When Devoid of the
"SPIRIT OF GOD!" their next step is keep-
ING "SUNDAY!" WATCH THEM NEXT "EASTER!"

"WE SHOULD FEAR AND SHUN THEM!" PK 660.
"...CANNOT BE FOLLOWED BY THE REMNANT
PEOPLE OF GOD!" TH 470. "...FOR THEY
WILL SEE THE SWORD COMING!" LS 327.
"...SELF-PRAISE AND FLATTER PREPARE THE
WAY FOR THE SEVEN OTHER SPIRITS MORE WICK-
ED THAN THE FIRST!" BC 5:1093. NS 78,
1899. "All the ARGUMENTS pieced together
...WILL COME TO NAUGHT!" BC 1:1084.
[WITHOUT EXCEPTION!] (STRAY FOLKENBERGS
AND OTHER "OFFSHOTS!" WILL "COME TO
NAUGHT!" THEIR BLEACHED BONES SOON DRYING
IN THE SUN! "7 TIMES HOTTER!"

(SEND US NAMES OF SINCERE SOULS WHO MIGHT
ACT - !!! THE MORE THE BETTER - !!!)
The following letter was sent to us by an experienced Seventh-day Adventist registered nurse, who is now retired. After graduating from college in the 1950s, she spent the next thirty years or more as a registered nurse, both in Adventist and non-Adventist hospitals. After telling me over the telephone of several shocking incidents she had encountered in various hospitals, I asked her to write up a sample experience and send it for publication. Here it is. Over the years, she encountered many similar incidents in SDA and other hospitals in several states.

Along with the following narrative, this registered nurse included a brief list of medical definitions. They will help you understand the story which is to follow:

Amniocentesis — This is a fluid extraction test. A needle is inserted through the abdomen into a 6th- to 9th-month pregnant uterus, and fluid is extracted. It is usually done to check for hereditary chromosomal abnormalities, such as Down's syndrome, but this test also reveals the sex of the unborn baby.

D&C (abortion) — This is dilation (enlargement) and curettage (scraping) of the uterus through the natural vagina. It is the most common method of abortion in the first trimester (the first three months) of pregnancy. It is also done for other reasons, such as abnormal bleeding.

Ectopic pregnancy — This is any pregnancy growing outside the uterus. This unusual occurrence is generally a surgical emergency for both mother and child, when it is in a fallopian tube. If the growing fetus (which cannot possibly develop properly) is not removed, the mother also will die.

Hysterectomy — This is the removal of the uterus, either abdominally or vaginally. Doing it during pregnancy is much more risky, due to increased size and blood flow, and, of course, would be fatal to the baby.

Laparoscopy — This is looking down in the abdomen and pelvis with a small scope, through a very small abdominal incision. It may be done to detect ectopic pregnancy, pelvic disease, etc. It is not necessary to do a D&C when performing a laparoscopy. For the detection of disease, laparoscopies are also done on men.

Saline abortion — This is done by injecting a very salty solution into a pregnant uterus in the second trimester (6th to 9th months). Because the skin of the fetus is still quite thin, the strong salt solution causes it unbearable pain. The infant is slowly pickled and a horrible death occurs. Labor is induced and delivery occurs at home within a few hours or days. If it does not, the dead baby must be removed, with great risk of systemic infection to the mother. Occasionally the salt is injected into the wrong place or leaks out of the uterus. Then the mother may die also.

Tubal ligation — This is female sterilization by tying off the fallopian tubes through that same laparoscopic incision. This makes further pregnancies theoretically impossible, although sometimes the tubes open again. Obviously, D&C abortions are not necessary, when a tubal ligation is performed. Under regular circumstances, the baby is normally delivered live, and then the ligation is performed.

In the following article, you will learn that one of the techniques used in our hospitals to enable them to perform money-making abortions — yet apparently without having done any abortions at all — is by falsifying medical records. For example, a standard D&C abortion will be done, and then the medical record will contain the report that that particular operation was a laparoscopic examination or a tubal ligation.

The following incident occurred in one of the most pristine Adventist hospitals in America, located in a very conservative Adventist community that is located far from liberal Adventism. It was founded by men with the very highest Bible-Spirit of Prophecy health and medical standards. It is today an abortion hospital, yet few are aware of the fact. It will be listed on no records as ever having performed any abortions, other than a few in which the "life of the mother was threatened" if she carried it to term. If you write to the hospital, you will receive a written reply to that effect. Yet they are regularly performing elective abortions — day in and day out. It is a lucrative business.

How can this be? It is a combination of three factors: (1) Hospital administrators and physicians more interested in making money than in being honest. (2) Patients who keep quiet about their abortion because they are fearful that others might learn they had an abortion. (3) Falsified medical records, which only record a nonabortive pelvic examination/surgery, when what actually occurred was an abortion operation.

The abortion business is lucrative. It brings a lot of money to the attending physician and to the hospital or clinic in which it is performed. Yet the great majority of Adventists do not want abortions done in our own hospitals. So clandestine methods have been developed. You will now learn a few of them.

Formal abortion clinic owners (who have converted to Christianity) have revealed that accounting procedures are also doctored, so that full disclosure of fees are withheld from the IRS. This makes it possible for much of these fabulous incomes (over $300,000 a year for the physician alone) to go unreported, and thus be tax-free. This is also done in our own abortion hospitals? It would not be difficult for baby killers to go a step farther, and add falsified accounting charges to the already falsified medical records.

Here now is this report:

I was stunned. Had I heard rightly? Not long before, I had returned to this Adventist hospital where I had worked years earlier. Then I had accepted a two-week vacation-relief position on the surgical unit. But, before doing so, I had carefully read the surgery schedules for several weeks earlier while still working in another unit. Yes, it was clear that no abortions had been listed. It would be safe to work in surgery for two weeks.

But this evening, after working on the surgical floor for most of the two weeks, in report at the end of my night shift, a morning RN told me: "Don't you know that diagnostic laparoscopic and tubal ligations always include a D&C here?"

I was horrified. What if one of my patients had bled when I was not looking? She, I, and the hospital would be in big trouble. Yet I had not been told that these were abortions, and, hence, was not giving the post-surgical care needed. In order to hide the facts, the hospital was even willing to endanger the patients — and not tell me, a new nurse on duty, what was going on.

I had not seen any pregnancy tests ordered or filed, and no surgical consents for abortions were mentioned on any charts. Instead, four to eight laparoscopies were listed on each day's surgical schedule. I should have recognized the obvious: half of each day's surgeries were listed as "laparoscopies." My mind whirled. Half the operations performed at the hospital were abortions.

Yes, I had been curious why there were so many laparoscopies, but had dismissed the question. The fact that they were all performed on women should have provided me with a warning signal.

Since my two-week relief in the surgical wing was nearly over, I decided to say nothing that day. I wanted time to study the records better. Looking them over alone that night, I found that more than half the laparoscopies (the more uncomplicated ones, I presume) were done as outpatients. That night I examined all the inpatient charts (of patients still in the surgical unit). Beside about half of them (eight in all), the notation was penned, "Laparoscopy with tubal ligation." (ages 19, 22, 24, 29, 29, 29, 33, 35). Another one said, "C section with possible tubal ligation." (age 23). Two were listed as, "Diagnostic laparoscopy." (ages 21, 37). Two more noted as "Diagnostic laparoscopy with hysterectomy." (ages 20, 29). By one was the notation, "Postpartum tubal ligation." (age 22).

The next day I spoke with one of the op-
erating room nurses, and she admitted that most of the women having “diagnostic laparoscopies” were pregnant. She told me she had helped with abortions on them.

Then I talked to an IV [Intravenous] nurse, and she also confirmed it. She added her experiences working in the emergency room. She said that the same physician who did the “diagnostic laparoscopies” brought women to the emergency room to do “diagnostic amniocentesis,” and that is what they signed for. Thus, those women, in their second or third trimesters, had come for abortions. He wrote the medical record as being simply two types of medical tests. The women sign the form; and then, after making the incision into the uterus, the saline solution is injected into the womb. The baby dies a horrible death.

A combination of murder and lying reports.

I was low on savings at the time, living in housing owned by the hospital,—and I did not know what to do. Should I quit my job? Financially, I did not dare; yet I could not have any part in performing elective abortions. Would lose my soul. How could these Adventist doctors, nurses, and administrators carry on this falsifying, murderous business—and keep going to church each Sabbath?

The next day, I went to the personnel director and asked for a job in the medical records department, dietary department, or the laundry: anything to get me out of surgical.

Curious as to my sudden concern to leave surgical, he pressed me for the reason why. Hesitantly, I told him it was because I did not want to have anything to do with abortions.

When I said that, he quickly responded that, if that was the reason, then I should not be wanting to work for them in any capacity—and I would be terminated in the morning.

I did not know what to do. I was a Christian working in a place where Christians did not fit in. In fact, my experience indicated they were fired when discovered! I thought about it all day and could hardly sleep. That night would be my last at the hospital. In the darkness I started down the little footpath I had always taken as a shortcut through the woods to the hospital. But something bothered me, and I was impressed to take the long way around on a dirt road. The next morning I found five electric wires carelessly laid across the footpath I usually took. Even then, it was still not very light and I was fortunate to have seen them in time.

That day I found a watermelon in my refrigerator. Surely, a friend must have left it. But I became violently sick after eating it. As soon as I was on my feet again, I immediately packed and left my used refrigerator behind for lack of money to move it. Then I started receiving bills for tests done during my pre-employment physical which, at the time, I had been told were free. It was not till a year-and-a-half later that I got them to accept the refrigerator in payment for the tests.

So that was the end of my two-week shift in the surgical department of what I had discovered to be an Adventist abortion hospital. I was to learn about more Adventist abortion hospitals later. When the nurse (whom I had relieved during that two weeks) returned to work, I asked her about those abortions. But apparently they had gotten to her before I did. She told me that — Hospital never performed abortions! Yet for two years she had worked in that same surgical department, caring, day after day, for all those laparoacopy and “tubal ligation” patients! All other nurses there seemed to know—what less than two weeks there had taught me—that the place was an abortion mill. The nurse I had temporarily replaced was a Seventh-day Adventist, helping day after day in the slaughter of unborn infants—and now telling me that it never happened.

It seems to me that when you start on the path of abortions, you wind up doing a lot of other immoral and illegal things. You just keep going deeper into sin and hardness of heart. Our denominational hospitals are supposed to be an evangelical entering wedge, but here they are training people in immorality, murder, falsification of reports, and wiretaps. Such hospitals are killing the babies, leading the administrative and surgical staff to perdition, and leaving the mothers with lifelong guilt for having agreed to it.

Such practices are not a saving wedge leading to Christ, but a killing spike through the heart. How does this open the way to bring anyone to Christ? When the mother is filled with the remorse that is almost bound to follow, who will she blame? The Seventh-day Adventist Church. How can we later assure her that her life is precious in God’s sight if we have hacked her baby to pieces or picked the only child she may ever have?

Can you in your wildest imagination see Jesus Christ having anything to do with abortion? What if Mary had aborted Jesus? After all, she was a single, pregnant young woman. Others may have suggested it to her.

Another thing that has struck me as very peculiar: They call the pregnant female a “mother” from day one, but deny she has a baby in her womb until birth, nine months later, unless, for instance, the mother is murdered—when the perpetrator is charged with two murders if they do not save the baby.

I recently heard the head of our Religious Liberty Department here give a sermon, in which he said that, though we might personally be against abortions, we must support their being done—because it was a “religious liberty issue.” I afterward asked him if a revival of Baal, Moloch, or “aztec worship” were to occur, would he defend their practices? He said he did not think so. I asked him what the difference was [since all three killed babies as part of their religious worship]. He had no answer.

Can these physicians and nurses who have taken part in abortions be trusted?

They have hardened their hearts to killing people, and lie to themselves and others that they are not really doing it. Perhaps they will later begin killing the mentally defective and aged. Would belief in miracles or the second coming of Christ be considered mental illness? Will that be reason enough for them to slay them too? I feel that doctors and nurses who perform, or have performed, abortions should be banned from delivery rooms and newborn nurseries. I have read about the men in slaughter houses who kill the cows with a sledge. It eventually crazes them and they are not safe to have around.

Yes, I have read those articles in the Review that abortion must be all right, since Ellen White never mentioned it. Are such articles written to encourage the women in our church to have them, to bring more money to our hospitals? Are they written to save the consciences of the Adventist doctors and nurses performing them?

But, when I read those articles, I recall that early booklet got me interested A Sinner Appeal, containing a whole section condemning abortion as murder of the worst sort. I also remember something she wrote in Early Writings about heaven:

“As we were traveling along, we met a company who also were gazing at the glaciers of the place. I noticed red as a border on their garments; their crowns were brilliant; their robes were pure white. As we greeted them, I asked Jesus who they were. He said they were martyrs that had been slain for Him. With them was an innumerable company of little ones; they also had a hem of red on their garments.”

— Early Writings, pp. 18-19 (1882).

Who were those infants, if not aborted babies? If they were martyrs, then who were the killers? Why would so many babies be slain? Can you honestly believe that the killers will also be in heaven—unless, somehow, they later fully repented of their terrible deeds?

We have been fed the line that the fetus does not have any feelings, and unborn babies do not need anesthesia when they are salted or cut to pieces. But now we even have in utero photographs and films proving the opposite. It is now known that the babies die in agony, yet the abortion procedures do not change.

Those doctors are killers, and killers do not care. They kill for money, and the mothers permit the killing for convenience. In the Dark Ages, the Catholics killed the martyrs in order to take their property and for the convenience of eliminating heretics. Today martyrs are still being slain for profit and convenience.

— An Adventist registered nurse

We live in a time when those who protest sin in the church are denounced as evil people. But it is time that, individually and as a people, we return in deep repentance to Jesus Christ and obedience to His holy Ten Commandment law.
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